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Thirty Students Take 
Third Week-End Trip 
Up Bitter Root Valley
Fort Owen, St. Mary s Mission, Sleeping 
Child Canyon and Springs Were Among 
Attractions of Outing.
Port Owen, St. M a rt’s Mission, Sleeping Child canyon and 
springs and the whole wonderful panorama of the Bitter Root 
engaged the attention and interest of the week-end excursion 
ists last Saturday.
Arlee and its Indian ceremonies. I------- —— ----------------------------
Glacier park and the extended holi­
day which the Fourth made possible
interested many students. but there I f  r f l n fc f l f « > 0 re  C o l b y ,  Q
were about 30 who made tbe Sleep­
ing Child trip and it was a pleas­
ant day. The start was made from 
the campus a t 8 o’clock and the 
camp in Sleeping Child canyon, be­
low the springs, was reached at 1 
o’clock.
Stops Made
On the way there were stops at 
the intersection of the Lolo trail, 
a t Fort Owen and at the St. Mary's 
Mission, a t each place the location 
and its association affording the 
text for a chat on Montana history. 
Returning, the drive was detoured 
that the excursionists might view 
the beauties of the Daly estate at 
Hamilton.
The trail talks a t Lolo, Fort 
Owen and in the canyon were made 
by Dean A. L. Stone, who sketched 
the history connected with the de­
velopment of the valley and out­
lined some of the important hap­
penings of the early days of that 
history.
At St. Mary's Father Shea, the 
resident priest, received the visit­
ors and explained to them the de­
tailed history of the mission, es­
corting them through th 
church and explaining the relics of 
the sojourn of Father Ravalli in 
the region which is so intimately 
associated with his important life 
Work.
Fishing Fair.
Lunch was ready immediately 
upon arrival at the camp ground 
and the afternoon was spent in hik­
ing, swimming and fishing—there 
(Continued on Page Four)
l\ Freeman Lectures on 
Frank Moore Colby, t 
Neglected Humorist
Points Out Reasons for Obscurity of 
One Who Had “Really Superior 
Mind.”
StudentUnion 
BuildingToBe 
Reality Soon
Education Board Sanctions 
Construction by the 
Students.
Official sanction was given Mon­
day to the one-dollar increase in 
student fees a t the State University 
by the State Board of Education, 
meeting at Boulder.
Tbe increase in student fees was 
voted a t  the A. S. U. M. election, 
Aber day, by a vote of 098 to 270. 
The purpose of this increase is to 
raise $100,000 for the erection of a 
Student Union building. I t  is re­
ported that $20,000 has already been 
raised.
A student Union building com­
mittee has been selected of the fol­
lowing : # Russell Smith, Gordon 
Rognlien, James Morrow, Robert 
Hendon, Hugh Lemire, Hazel 
Mumm, Rhea Traver, Mary Ruth 
Larison, Mary Louise Davenport, 
Marjorie Stewart, Eveline Blumen- 
thal, Herbert Eastlich, Harold 
Joyce, Mary Wilson, Fred Mass.
The following have been selected 
from the faculty: Dr. Morton J .
Elrod, Professor E. A. Atkinson, 
Miss Mary Laux, Miss Lucia Mirrie- 
lees, Dean A. L. Stone and Dean T. 
C. Spaulding.
Other matters before the board 
were the selection of Montana’s 
entry in the Thomas A. Edison 
contest, questioning into the man­
agement of the state school for tbe 
deaf, blind, and feeble minded, hear­
ing of reports of school heads, and 
accrediting of high schools.
One hundred seventy-eight high 
schools of the state were placed on 
the accredited list, five were 
dropped, and 22 were given proba­
tionary rating.
A vote of thanks was given the 
state fish and game commission for 
its cooperation with the State Uni­
versity in the biological survey work 
at Flathead lake.
The board also passed a* resolu­
tion praising tbe late John Martin 
Keith for his aid to the State Uni­
versity, especially in connection 
with the school’s student loan fund.
“A Neglected American Humorist, 
Frank Moore Colby,” was the sub­
ject of the English lecture given 
Tuesday morning at the Little the­
ater by Professor E. L. Freeman.
Colby, scarcely known, is one of 
our finest humorists. Professor 
Freeman said. Colby was born in 
I860. He was a graduate of Colum 
bia university and between 1890 and 
1900 taught a t eastern colleges. Fol- 
I lowing this he was one of the ed­
itors of the New International en- 
I cyclopedia. Later he wrote essays 
I for the Bookman and Harper's 
Weekly. He never followed humor 
as a lucrative professsion and he 
I was unconcerned about the number
I of people who read him. He died in 1920. Two of his volumes, published I in 1926, are on the library open shelf.
| Professor Freeman ventured a 
number of reasons why Colby was 
not popular. He had a really su­
perior mind which led him to take 
infinite pains with his craftsman­
ship. He didn’t  choose the most 
popular subjects nor did he write 
down to a popular Level. He was 
not affiliated with any cliques or 
causes, and so did not give himself 
any self advertising. Perhaps what 
was most important he was bored 
with many things in American life 
and this scorn didn't tend to make 
him more popular. In spite of this 
he never took any pleasure in lam­
basting the popular mind, as 
Mencken does.
“Colby was a highly Intelligent 
and morally responsible humorist. 
He didn’t laugh a t what was easy 
to laugh at. When others were 
laughing at the new woman, he no­
ticed the cheapness of this laugh­
ter,” Professor Freeman said.
“A lot of humor has turned on 
the idea of snobbishness, and in it­
self has amounted not to a Cour­
ageous attack on absurdities, but 
to a very democratic dislike of dis­
tinction. Other humor has turned 
too on the subject of sentimentality 
—laughing a t manners that were 
obviously incongruous. Not many 
(like Colby) have had the courage 
to laugh at the sentimentalities that 
the whole race has held.”
“Colby was not exactly a great 
crusader for righteousness. He 
felt that life was too ironic to be 
battled into reasonableness by such 
laughable warriors as most humans 
are—but he didn’t fire off squibs 
when a compelling cannonade was 
called for, and he didn’t aim at the 
superficial incongruities of life,” 
Professor Freeman concluded.
A number of extracts from Col­
by's writings were read.
School Men’s 
Dinner To Be 
Held Tuesday
Invitation Extended to AH 
Who Are Interested in 
Education.
The second of a series of dinners 
given by the school men of the Uni­
versity will be held next Tuesday at 
6:10, at Corbin hall. On previous
tensions only school men have at­
tended. However, on this occasion 
who are interested in education 
are cordially invited.
lyne Templeton, who will act as 
toastmaster, will have charge of the 
following program.
Mi88 Constance Spokcley—Piano 
election.
N. E. Erickson—1“A Ten Horse- 
'ower School in a One Horse-Power j 
Town.”
iss Ann Moser—“Indoor Sports j 
Schoolma'am.”
E. Wampler—“Where the Sage 
Brush Grows.”
Miss Mary Irene Scott—Vocal so-
Students From 20 
States Registered 
In Summer Session
People from 20 states, as well 
as.from the District of Columbia 
and China and the Philippines 
are registered for work during 
There is a total of 80 of these 
people from outside the state, 
the sununer session, a  study of 
the registration list reveals. 
Minnesota leads the list with 11 
students. There are two stu­
dents from the Philippines and 
one from China.
The registration by states fol­
lows: Arizona, 2; California, 6; 
District of Columbia, 1; Idaho, 
3; Illinois, 4; Iowa, 9; Kansas, 
2; Massachusetts, 1; Michigan, 
3; Minnesota, 11; Missouri, 5; 
Nevada, 1; North Dakota, 9; Ore­
gon, 8; Pennsylvania, 2; South 
Dakota, 1; Texas, 1; Utah, 1; 
Washington. 2; Wisconsin, 5; 
China, 1; Philippines, 2.
There were 75 out-of-state stu­
dents last year.
lo.
Iss Ann Reeley—“Polishing Dio- 
monds.”
Prof. A. E. Atkinson — “When 
Smotion Leads to Failure.”
BOOTHS AND REST 
ROOM WILL BE PUT 
IN STUDENT STORE
Captain Caulkins 
On Way to Benning
McCollum Plant ..Improve­
ments for Opening of School 
In the Autumn.
Work For First 
Summer Play Is 
Now Going Ahead
Choice of Lcyina Leydig for Part 
Completes Cast; Staff On 
Production Busy.
Work on the first summer ses­
sion play, “Mary, Mary, Quite Con­
trary,” by St. John Ervlne, is pro­
gressing very satisfactorily both in 
rehearsal and In the production, ac­
cording to William Angus, director. 
This play, an amusing light comedy, 
wil] be presented at the Little The­
atre on the campus Tuesday and 
Wednesday, July 23 and 24.
Casting for “Mary, Mary, Qidto 
Contrary” was completed with the 
selection of Leyla Leydig to play 
the maid. Miss Leydig Is a gradn-
President’s Report Shows Healthy
Increase In Number Of Students; 
Faculty Does Qood Public Servi
International 
Club To Qive 
Music Recital
Stepantsoff Composes New 
Number to Be Special 
Feature.
Total Registration of Students for 192 
Was 2,352, “Largest in History”; ] 
Changes Are Noted in Way of Impri 
ments or Buildings.
The International club orchest
ate of the Missoula high school and under the direction
Popular Instructor Transferred to 
Southern Camp.
Former “U” Students 
Publish Newspaper
Have Recently Bought Plant 
Rival Paper.
Dosla J. Shnlts and Erland V. 
Bergland, both former students at 
the University of Montana, who last 
fall became the owners and pub­
lishers of the Adams County Record 
a t Hettinger, N. D., last week bought 
the printing plant, business and good 
will of the Hettinger Tribune.
The Tribune has held tbe news­
paper business in Hettinger for 22 
years, but as both papers felt that 
the community was too small to sup­
port more than one newspaper, 
Shults and Bergland purchased the 
Tribune plant, combining the Trib­
une with the Record.
The paper, combining tbe Record 
and Tribune, will be a twelve-page 
weekly, all home print, and now has 
a circulation of approximately 1700.
Shults edits the Record, and Berg­
land is the advertising manager.
Both Shults and Bergland attend­
ed the summer session here last 
year.
Captain R
distant professor of R. O. 
ft early last week en route to 
ort Benning, Ga. Captain Caul- 
kins is to spend some time fishing 
the Madison river.
Captain
has been filled by Captain Isbell. I 
a t present on a three months’ 
furlough. He intends to spend this I 
time in fishing and travelling about 
the country. When his furlough is 
Captain Caulking will go to Fort 
Benning, Ga., where he will enter 
student in field marshaling.
> what he will do after com­
pleting his work as a student it is 
not known.
Dn the campus Captain Caulkins 
11 liked and his loss will be keenly 
felt by many of the former stu­
dents.
EIGHT DRIVE TO 
GLACIER PARK
Students Spend Holidays on 
Lake McDonald.
Inventory has been taken a t tbe 
Associated Students store for the 
fiscal period of July 1, 1928, to 
June 30, 1929. Complete financial 
statements have not been taken but 
Caulkins, former J djeck at present Indicates that 
the business for the past year may 
be a little greater than that of pre­
vious years.
Nearly a week was used in tak- 
I ing tbe inventory at the store and 
lkins, whose place J when finished the stock on hand 
showed to be 10 per cent less than 
the stock on hand for the preceding 
fiscal year, while the sales showed 
an Increase of 10 per cent in rela­
tion to last year.
Morris McCollum, manager of the 
store, is well pleased with the bust- 
ness of the past year but says that 
with tbe improvements that he put 
in a t the end of summer school he 
believes that there will be a de­
cided increase.
“There has been a turnover of 
stock merchandise five times dur­
ing the year’s business and although 
financial statements have not been 
compiled It looks as if the net 
profit will be a small increase over 
the preceding years. Sixty-six per 
cent of the year’s business was in 
the sale of text books while tbe 
larger portion of tbe other business 
went to tbe sale of candy, fountain 
servicte, filler paper and novelties,” 
Mr. McCollum says.
“Some of the new Improvements 
for the students store will be the 
installing of booths for the foun­
tain trade and a combination rest 
and circulating library room where 
stndents will be able to secure cer­
tain reference, texts, classics and 
fiction books for a small rental fee.” 
Circulating Library.
The circulating library will be 
tbe greatest improvement in the 
Student store as It will afford stu­
dents an opportunity to secure books 
that otherwise they conld not get. 
The library will contain books that 
are recommended by the leading 
publishing companies with the ad­
vice of the English department and 
tbe University library. Mr. MdCol* 
lum plans to have a girl student, 
who is a major In tbe English de­
partment, to act in charge of tbe 
circulating library.
During tbe summer the store will 
be repainted so that It will be in 
better condition for the opening of 
the regular term in September.
This year the Student store 
bought up a great amount of old 
books. Some are to be used again 
next year while the others are to 
be sold to book buyers. Nearly 
$2,000 was spent in buying old 
books. During tbe regular term the 
demand for old books Is extremely 
great, receiving tbe first call from 
nearly all the students.
was piomluent in dra natics and
forensi a t that school.
The play requires t\v< scenes, the
garden of an English lea rage and
the viearage drawing oom. Miss
Grace Baldwin, a graduate student
In the lass in Advunm Stagecraft,
has elmrge of the designing and con-
structk n of the sets. It will be
entirely a student production inas-
much is the classes In dramatic
presenta tion and advar ced stage-
craft are doing all the work. In
both no s Miss Baldwin lins devoted
herself to reproduce an English at-
mosphere. In the garden scene there
is the old stone house of tbe vic-
a rage, trellis and in English
hedge. The drawing roc m embodies
nil of the quiet, trndttl mul dignity
of an English vicarage of long
ople
•f Victor Step- 
re a special concert 
r:hool' students and 
xt Tuesday evening 
at 8:30 p. m. at Main hall.
The present orchestra will contain 
between twenty-two and twenty-five 
pieces of which a few are new stu­
dents, the majority being older mu­
sicians who have been members for 
some time.
According to Mr. Stepantsoff, tbe 
music which will be played on Tues­
day night will be of tbe semi-class­
ical nature. A few of these are 
“Old Comrade’s March” by Teicke, 
“Light Cavalry” by Suppe and the 
“Russian Night’s Waltz” by Toboni.
N. P. Quartet Will 
Give Concert Next 
Monday at Corbin
clusii
standing.
Against the shelt 
this background a modern actres 
causes a temporary hectic upheaval 
Daily rehearsals are rounding tb< 
play Into shape. The produoinj 
staff composed of students In th<
clas Is:
I Art director and stage manager 
I Grade Baldwin.
I Properties—Juanita 
Thompson.
•Elizabeth
As •Ha
McKei 
m. no
will be a new number composed by 
Mr. Stepantsoff himself entitled 
“Tbe Bolshevlc’s Dream.” This is 
a novelty number.
Four years ago tbe International 
club orchestra was organized under 
the direction of Alexander Stepants­
off, a brother of the present direc­
tor, Victor Stepantsoff. It contained 
at that time twelve pieces and un­
der the direction of Us present di­
rector It was increased to thirty-two 
I pieces during the past year. The 
Jean 1 first organizer of the orchestra, Al­
exander Stepantsoff, has finished 
his course a t the State University 
Uyce I and at the present time is in Man- 
Ann | churia.
Neffner.
Makt»-up- -Gertrude Ro
CASTING CLASS 
IS PROGRESSING
Maintenance Men 
Put in New Steam 
Pipes, Craig Hall
Lessons Free on Tuesdays and 
Fridays.
Organizing a week-end trip of 
their own, a number of our co-ed 
summer school students spent a de­
lightful week-end in Glacier park, 
returning to Missoula Sunday eve­
ning to attend classes for Monday 
morning.
Miss Frances Lamb, Margaret 
Wassman, Helena Hunter, Sophie 
Dinsdale, Anne Ivory, Inah Weir, 
Marie Forsythe, and Gretchen Po­
land made the trip to the park in 
cars, spending the night a t Lewis 
hotel, on Lake MacDonald. During 
their short stay they hiked, rqdc 
horseback, and went over Logan 
pass on the recently completed 
road.
On their return home the girls 
made two parties part returning to 
Missoula by way of Kalispell, the 
rest by way of the eastern shore of 
the Flathead lake.
Hopkins and Classes 
Eat After Lecture
Members of the classes of Profes­
sor E. M. Hopkins, visiting profes­
sor in English, enjoyed a late sup­
per a t the Coffee Parlor last 
Wednesday night after the lecture 
given by Mr. Hopkins.
A humorous program consisting of 
a contribution by each member of 
tbe party was given.
Those present were Professor 
Hopkins, Professor and Mrs. II. G. 
Morrlain, Mr. Neville Walker, Ber­
nice Hayes, Catherine Nuttervllle, 
Mrs. NutterviUe, Minnie Lilly, Ger­
aldine Adams, Martha Rose McKen­
zie, Marie Lucas, and Helen Mc- 
Donna.
REED IMPROVING.
Theodore Reed of Missoula, a 
regular session student at the Uni­
versity, is Improving after a major 
operation performed at the Thorn­
ton hospital a fe wdays ago.
Three men In the nmintennin 
department under the direct 
T. C. Swearingen are engaged at 
the present time In removing the 
old steam pipes running to Craig 
ball and replacing them with new
Comparatively few changes and improvements in the 
University in general for the last year, but a record nd 
of registrations are quoted by President Charles H. Cl*i 
his annual report to Chancellor Melvin A. Brannon of the (j 
er University.
| “The total registration o( 
dents during the year was 
the largest registration in til 
tory of the institution and 80 
than last year,” the report 
“The number of four-year < 
stndents, also tbe largest to 
was 1.551, as compared to IJSi 
year.”
Classes Increase 
According to the repor 
classes except the sophomor 
creased in size. There was j 
table Increase in seniors fro; 
to 359. Two hundred and ti 
one degrees were granted In 
29, as compared to 215 the pri 
year. I t  Is noted that so 
quarter registration and corra 
ence study for the year wn 
largest in the history of the s 
There is also an Increase ii 
of-state students. There wet 
this year as compared witl 
the year before.
President Clapp notes that 
campus is in good condition 
that the University golf court 
nwired last year, has been ad 
fnlly operated. Besides tbit 
Alumni association has port! 
lots opposite the forest nurserj 
Tribute is paid to Dr. Jonq 
Kirkwood, professor of botanj 
chairman of that departmsna 
died last reat“oi 
doing work at the Yellow Ba; 
logical station on Flathead la!
The report gives a detaile 
of new faculty members as w 
those on leave.
Changes of Curricula 
Comparatively few change 
rtPnancoTxs —r i  . . .  . - . noted in curricula for the past
'tion o f |M a n y  Have Applied for The curriculum of the econ 
Certificates to and sociology department
changed to strengthen and mi 
ize it, and some classifiestioi
A concert will be given in the 
parlor of Corbin hail next Mon­
day evening at 7 :30 by the North­
ern Pacific ladies’ quartet. An 
extensive program has been ar­
ranged.
The quartet has sung all along 
the Northern Pacific lines in the 
northwest, as well as having 
gained prominence in radio 
broadcasting programs. I t  is 
composed of four young women.
The program announced is as 
follows: “Who is Sylvia,” Schu­
bert; “Can’t  Yo Hcah Me Call­
in’ ”, Caro Roma; “Trees,” Rash- 
bach; “I  Know a  Lovely Gar­
den,” D’Hardelot; “Danny Boy,” 
Weatherly; “I t a l i a n  Street 
Song,” Herbert; Selections from 
the “Desert Song” ; “Brown Bird 
Singing,” Wood; “Waters of Min­
netonka,” Lieurance; “Lover 
Come Back to Me,” a  selection 
from “New Moon.”
There will also be several piano 
solos. *
Thirty-Five 
Will Receive 
B. A. Degrees]
Teach.
The summer class in
structiou8 
wading an< 
purk. An
PARENTS FROM CHINA
ARE VISITING STUDENTS
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Billing and 
sons, Bernard and Leonard, of 
Foochow, China, have arrived at 
Missoula. They are visiting their 
daughters, Marjorie and Betty, who 
are State University students.
Mr. Billing is connected with the 
Methodist Episcopal Mission school 
at Foochow.
justing, a 
regular feature now of the summer 
school session, is progressing rap­
idly under the guidauce of Jack 
Boehme and Roger Cummings, who 
are recognized experts in the hand­
ling of the rod.
Instead of holding the classes on 
the campus oval this year, as was 
the practice last summer, the in- 
e being given at the 
rusting pool in Bonner 
University stndents, 
men or women, are welcome to at­
tend. The Instructions are given 
twice a week, on Tuesdays and Fri­
days from 4 until 7 o'clock.
All methods of casting are taught 
under the guidance of these two 
men. At the end of the season, 
August 9, 10, and 11, a three-day 
tournament is being planned In cast­
ing. Representatives are expected 
from Los Angeles, Oakland, San 
Francisco, Palo Alto, Seattle, Ta­
coma, as well as many from Mon­
tana and Idaho towns. There will 
be two classes of events, those who 
have never cast before, or the amu- 
teurs, listed as Class B, and those 
who have, listed as Class A. Mis­
soula will have only three Class A 
representatives, Mr. Cummings, Mr. 
Boehme, and W. B. Schreiber, of 
the Physical Education department 
of the University.
Members of the casting club have 
had the use of tbe club bouse which 
has just been completed, and of the 
targets. Dues for the year are $3.
Bonner, U. Graduate 
Makes Good in Law
John W. Bonner, a graduate of 
the Law School in 1928, has made 
rapid strides In his profession since 
leaving the State University. After 
leaving the University Mr. Bonner 
went to Butte where almost Imme­
diately he began to establish a clien­
tele. Several large cases have come 
to Mr. Bonner which he has handled 
successfully and it was upon his 
record that he has recently been 
appointed counsellor for the Mon­
tana State Highway commission.
Mr. Bonner will assume his duties 
at Helena on July 10.
According to P. C. Sparks, cus­
todian, the pipes have been in for 
more than twenty years and have 
become in such a condition that the 
steam leaks tronf them and does not 
get to tbe building to properly heat 
It. The old steam system was
Thirty-five summer session stu­
dents will receive their Bachelor of 
Arts degree at the end of the sum­
mer school quarter.
The following will receive their 
degrees: Education—Harry Bude- 
witz, Ben Fitch, Nettie Hand, Stel­
la Larson, Harley Lorance, Thom-
done in English. The stands 
(Continued on Page 2)
found inadequate and for this rea- ®s Smalley; English—Palmer Bow-
son it Is being 
one. The pipe 
ground from se 
run from the Old
placed with a new 
are down in the 
nine feet and 
ence building
ii to
vher tld heating plaut was lo­
cated to Craig hall. The length of 
Che new line is about 200 feet It 
Is set In tile and beside It also Is
dish, Dorothy Jordan, Elizabeth M 
Kenzie, Helene Stocker; French— 
J. Burr Lennes; history—Patrick 
Callahan, John Erickson, Mary 
Hale, Martha Rose McKenzie, Rob­
ert Williams; physical education— 
Frances McGrath, Robert Tlernan; 
psychology, Rachael Clark; businei
being set the return line, also in administration-Victor Stepantsoff;
The engineers will ha 
Hue completed In a short tim
Phil Sheridan Made 
Head of Orchestra
Phil Sheridan, graduate of the 
State University in 1916, was made 
president of the Sheridan Amuse­
ment company upon the recent re­
organization of the concern, it was 
announced this week. Tom Meis- 
inger was made vice-president and 
LeRoy Aserllnd became secretary 
and manager.
This reorganization brings Phil 
Sheridan back into the company for 
the first time since 1927, when he 
sold out to Tom Sheridan and left 
for Great Falls where he has since 
been operating independently. The 
Sheridan Amusement company here 
dates back 14 years ago when Phil 
and Tom comprised the entire or­
chestra. Since that time It has 
grown to have a personnel of 10 
different orchestras which operate 
In Missoula, Great Falls, Helena, 
Fairfield and in the Lewis hotel in 
Glacier National park.
The Melslnger brothers are the 
latest addition to the Sheridan com­
pany, having come to this section 
from Naperville, 111., three years 
ago, where they both had charge of 
orchestras.
La Verne Crocker, former Univer­
sity student, was a visitor In Mis­
soula early In the week. She is 
spending a vacation at Hot Springs.
journalism—Douglas Thomas; for­
estry—Leonard Ashbangh, a n d
pharmaceutical chemistry—Ludwig 
Polich.
Those who have applied for cer­
tificates to teach are Rachael Clark, 
Ben Fitch, J. K. Flightner, Anna 
Kimball, Edna Kuhl, Harley Lor­
ance, Frances McGrath, Elizabeth 
McKenzie, Martha McKenzie, Thom­
as Smalley, Helene Stocker and 
Robert Tlernan.
President to Study 
Mountain Formation
DEATH SUMMOi 
JOHN M. KEITI 
LOCAL PI0NE
Was Staunch Friend of 
versity; Handled Studc 
Loan Funds.
Students Will Assist in Re­
search Work.
President C. II. Clapp, accompan­
ied by C. Ii.. Megathlln of the geol­
ogy department, Claude Langton, a 
senior 1A geology at the University, 
and John Hopkins, a senior in the 
School of Mines at Butte, left Mon­
day afternoon for the North Fork 
of the Flathead river.
The party spent Monday night 
the Yellow Bay biological station on 
Flathead lake and then went on to 
Burnt Flat ranger station of the 
North Fork. Dr. Clapp expects to 
study’ contacts and formations while 
Mr. Megathlln will study mountain 
structures. The two students will 
assist Much of the work Is being 
done In cooperation with the state 
bureau of mines.
John M. Keith, banker, of ! 
soula, died Monday morning |  
home on Gerald avenge, foils 
an illness of less than a week.
Mr. Keith has handled tb»j 
soula Rotary club’s student! 
fund for years, enabling mans 
dent to attend tbe State Until 
He was also active in proi| 
tbe interests of the University} 
times.
Coming to Missoula In 
took a position with tbe EddW 
mond company, which later Ifl 
the Missoula Mercantile ctifl 
He remained with the E d a  
mond concern for seven yeaitj 
In August, 1888, became caflH 
| the First National Bank, w)fl 
sition he held for 22 years.«
When the Missoula Trust k 
ings bank merged with the 1 
National Bank of Missoow 
years ago, Mr. Keith becamfl 
man of the board of the reoqfl 
Institution.
He served three terms as ■ 
of Missoula, was on the city iff 
board several times and was a |  
her of the board of public IMS 
trustees. He was a member w 
Masonic lodge, Knights of Pffi 
and Elks, the Chamber of |  
mere© and the Rotary club.f 
Keith was one of the memb« 
the original Missoula CbamW 
Commerce.
Mr. Keith is survived 
widow, a brother, Harry 0. 5  
of the Kalispell Mercantile J  
pany, and president of the F in  
tlonal bank of Kalispell* and] 
sister, Mrs. Minnie MacDona)] 
London, Ontario.
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W e Lose a Friend.
*M. KEITH, long-time resident of 
Boula and for many years a mem- 
Bof the local executive board of the 
^University, died Monday morning 
brief illness. To all Montana the 
of Mr. Keith is a distinct loss; to 
ateLUniversity it is particularly a 
lenient. Mr. Keith was far-visioned 
the possibilities which lie in the de- 
bent of the state which was his 
Id home. He was intimately and in- 
Sdly a friend of the University. To 
istitution he gave freely in service 
pnancial support; his counsel was 
J l  'and was sought by those directly 
Red with the administration of U;ni- 
l '  affairs. When given, it was sp­
ited. Specially to the State Univer- 
s the death of Mr. Keith a loss. He
tpyal to the institution and unselfish Ifiervice ill its behalf. There is gen- 
iorrow on the campus this week.
Hit the Trail.
^HERE’S a lot of enjoyment in the 
i  week-end trips which Professor Sev- 
ery pilots into the region about the 
lontana campus. Those who have par- 
icipated in these jaunts are enthusiastic 
a their expression of appreciation; those 
irho have not yet ventured forth should 
oiu in some or all of the excursions that 
ire scheduled for the rest of the summer 
luarter. These trips are well worth while; 
hey are not only a pleasant break in the 
•outine of the summer’s work, but they 
tfford opportunity for intimate acquain- 
ance with Montana and its charm. Make 
ianr program so that you will be able to 
loin in at least a part of these outings. 
Dhey constitute a feature of the summer 
,vork at Montana which is unique and 
which will surely add to the pleasant mem- 
mes of the Montana summer. And The 
Kaimin is certain that these memories will 
je pleasant.
Will It Work?
A NOTHER college sorority in nation­al convention assembled has enacted 
a rule prohibiting its members 
‘from smoking in all college circles.’’ Pre- 
mmably the “ all” means “ any.” So far 
is 2’he Kaimin is informed, this question 
S discussed upon every college campus in
the country, where there are women stu­
dents. Also, so far as The Kaimin knows, 
there are women upon every campus who 
smoke—some of them openly and some of 
them in basement rooms or in other se 
elusion, according to the local attitude re 
garding this custom. There are sorority 
rules and there are. campus regulations, in 
instances, which prohibit the custom but 
they have only the effect of giving to 
smoking the added zest of forbidden fruit. 
If a girl wants to smoke she “ reaches for 
one,” “ walks a mile for one” or in some 
way gets one “ that satisfies.” And this 
in spite of prohibitive regulations. It is 
one of the interesting phases of co-educa­
tion that a boy may smoke unrebuked, 
while a girl may not.
Education by Irritation.
IT would be strange, indeed, if there were not disagreement in many of the summer-quarter classrooms. Perhaps 
some of the suggestions made, some of the 
ideas put forth are irritating to those who 
hear them. If that is so, i t ’s a fine thing. 
Disagreement and irritation are often 
spurs to thought and study which are more 
successful in the development of education 
than any other incentive. They compel us 
to a more careful study of beliefs which 
we may have held for a long while in order 
that we may justify them. • No conclusion 
is worth while unless it is the result of this 
sort of thinking and this sort of thinking 
is more frequently than not the outcome 
of provocation coming from a conflict of 
beliefs. Sane and honest discussion, the 
more frank the better, is a desirable phase 
of university study and instruction.
Trees by the Million.
WHETHER or not you have previ­ous acquaintance with the Mon­tana campus, there is interest in 
the forestry nursery which is one of the 
unusual attractions of this University. 
The nursery extends from the heating 
plant northward toward the river; it is 
easy of access and there is much to be 
found there that will be in the nature of 
revelation. Under the direction of the 
School of Forestry, there are grown here 
each season a couple of million trees for 
shipment to the treeless plains of the east­
ern part of the state. Careful attention is 
given to the selection of varieties in the 
matter of their adaptation to the particu­
lar section of the state for which they are 
destined. It is well worth while to visit 
the nursery. Just now, the seedlings of 
this year’s planting are making an impres­
sive showing. The seeds from which they 
have sprung come from Russia, China, Si­
beria and from those parts of the United 
States whose climate is similar to our own. 
These seeds are obtained by the School of 
Forestry through exchange, Montana seeds 
being sent in payment for them. The man­
ner of propagation and the methods of dis­
tribution are interesting. A visit to the 
nursery will be time well spent, even if the 
■yisitor has been there before. The nursery 
represents one of the important lines of 
service which the University is endeavor­
ing to render its state.
Do College Students Think?
“It most be cheerfully admitted 
^ S u b g  muMi and young womeu 
1  go to college nowadays pri­
ll 1 to think,” James Weber 
ini vers ity professor, newspa- 
Ifuid. novelist, avers in the 
liege Humor. “They go 
What do they learn? All 
mings, mostly valuable, 
pd a page of ordinary ex­
prose comprehend ingly; 
§neet young people without 
■bent, and their elders 
contempt; how to run a 
Pfraternity chapter meet- 
tl” newspaper, without stain- 
and the relation of evolu- 
jjnorality, and of humanity to 
iHhings. College training, 
Oriole, gives them better 
a  better social position, 
Hnnformation. 
fees it give them better 
plot always. Perhaps not
f ften. Should it do so? Why Hkn those—and they are sotB o  are earning their way gpiiave opportunities for re­fill and some leisure for i t  And Tpf those who are not earning 
I  gyray through have ail the 
Ege in the world.
Efeni athletics does not inter- 
■  pCssarily with thinking. I 
Hfoown athletes who reflected 
& |ege. just as I  have known 
H p  of Phi Beta Kappa who 
Hpiid anything of the sort The 
indoor sport today is prov- 
ffl&it a far greater proportion of 
of high rank do well in 
^ ~ j |a n d  statesmanship, as well 
Ihe learned professions, than 
W Z M fr  who do not rank high.
sorts of statistics have 
the truth of this to permit
anybody to doubt it seriously. But 
it is not because a student ranks 
high that he is likely to succeed. It 
is merely that a larger proportion 
of high-rank students have found 
the pleasure and learned the tech­
nique of reflection than of middle 
or low-rank students. More grinds 
than loafers, think, more Phi Beta 
Kappas than athletes. Aud there­
fore, and only therefore, more 
grinds than loafers, more Phi Beta 
Kappas than athletes achieve some 
distinction in later life. And have, 
I may add, a better time.
“Now the trouble with the aver­
age college student is that he has 
too little curiosity and too little 
concentration. He does not know 
the rules for what we used to call 
‘having fun with your mind.* He 
goes to class and reads assign­
ments, and takes notes and answers 
questions in a quiz; or he plays 
football, and listens to the coach 
and does as he is told, often effect­
ively enough; or he joins a frater­
nity, and associates four years with 
more or less interesting human be­
ings on terms of such intimacy as 
he will never have an opportunity 
for again perhaps, and about all he 
finds out about them is their par­
ticular capacity or lack of i t  to hold 
gin, their batting average on the 
college baseball team and the names 
of their girls. All of which is sad.
“He has not wasted his time. But 
he has missed something of great 
value, for all that; something he. 
might have had without a sacri­
fice, and something which as he 
grows older it wilU be more and 
more difficult to acquire. He has 
not learned to reflect”
Professor J. E. “Burley" Miller 
spent the week-end a t Seeley lake
LIBRARY EDITED 
BY PATTY S. HILL 
ON EXHIBITION
Edition Contains Material for
Seasonable Primary Work.
The Foundation Library, which is 
edited by Patty Smith Hill, educa 
tor and lecturer, was on display this 
week in the front hall of the library, 
Misses Theda Breneman and Fay L 
Robertson, representatives of the T 
G. Nichols company, presented the 
work which is composed of two vol 
umes.
The first volume is Patty Smith 
Hill’s course in primary methods as 
she presents it in her classroom at 
Columbia. I t contains suggestions 
for handwork in primary grades for 
the entire year with special features 
for holidays. In addition to the 
handwork there is a fund of mater 
ial seasonally arranged for nature 
study, language, history and arith 
metic.
Volume two of the library pub 
lished by May Hill, of the depart­
ment of nursery, kindergarten and 
primary education of the Western 
Reserve university at Cleveland, 
Ohio, contains a collection of stories 
and character sketches suitable for 
primary grades. This book is 
to be the most beautifully illustrated 
book published today for children.
Esther Larson Goes 
To Flathead Lake
Esther L. Larsen, instructor in 
the department of botany, will go to 
Yellow Bay on Flathead Lake in 
day or two where she will spend 
three weeks collecting botanical 
specimens. During her stay at the 
lake she will reside at the biolog­
ical station. Miss Larsen graduated 
from the State University in 1925.
Hopkins Lectures 
On Three Currents 
Of American Humor
Discusses Question of What Makes 
Our Humorists Funny.
From the time which roughly 
.responds to the beginning of our 
existence as a nation, three distinct 
currents of development of humor 
nay be traced, humor in literature, 
humor as literature, and humor 
outside of literature,” Professor E. 
M. Hopkins, visiting professor in 
the English department, stated last 
Wednesday night in his lecture mi 
‘Humor In American Literature.” 
“By the first of these subtypes I 
.•efer to that underlying perception 
of the existence of a lighter side in 
the most serious matters, present­
ing an undercurrent in much that 
has been regarded as best in Amer­
en  writings, contributing to 
..holesomeness as well as to flavor. 
It may require something like chem­
ical analysis to find this undercur- 
»nt in such writers as Emerson, 
oe, and Whitman and the search 
ay not be profitable but it is al­
ways interesting.”
Of the second of these types he 
_ ys, “I mean a class of writings 
that makes it a central business to 
esent the lighter side itself, with- 
v..t sacrificing truth, dignity, or 
finish of form but with the fullest 
pression of joy or spirit. I find 
such writings as these tend to cross 
the line into more serious territory 
t times, and at others to cross the 
[lie which marks the boundary of 
jxaggeration and artifice, that is to 
be expected, since such lines as 
-are imaginary and never def- 
nitely determined.”
Third Largest.
“The third type or group is a 
larger and more miscellaneous one, 
more specifically devoted to the ef­
fort of being funny for the sake of 
dug funny, resorting to whatever 
in material and form may attract 
_ ipecial attention to their intended 
funniness. In this group the range 
of material is as wide as that of 
form, ranging from the very best 
to that which in the nineteenth cen­
tury, if printed at all, was sold and 
•ead behind the door. But from the 
twentieth century viewpoint this 
sort of thing does not seem so amus- 
is once it may have been. It 
may be an uncomfortable fact that 
the third of these categories or sub- 
types of humor and the one farthest 
.rom orthodoxy is more popular and 
profitable than either of the others.
presume that a successful humor­
ist can obtain a larger income than 
y other writer save a few of the 
ict in literature.”
“Another question is—what makes 
humorist; and especially a trick 
humorist, funny? The external 
tricks of their spelling, grammar, 
slang, and bad English generally, 
aasy to identify. But the real 
d lies deeper, and the fun in 
group may wear a cjostume of 
most orthodox and fashionable cut 
and be all the funnier because of 
that. I t  is not the unexpectedness 
that makes funny things funny, be- 
;ause in'reading a professional hu­
morist one constantly expects the 
unexpected; it is the kind of unex­
pectedness that turns the trick, and 
sometimes when the trick is turned 
does not seem funny.”
m E T Y - F o m s i m m s m c A M m
WORKING FOR GRADUATE CREDIT
Forms Largest Enrollment o f Graduate Student, in History 
Of the University of Montana.
Ninety-four of the 427 students 
attending summer school are doing 
graduate work. Thirty-nine of 
these are working for their masters 
degrees.
“This is the largest enrollment of 
graduate students that we have 
ever had.” Prof. P. C. Phillips, chair­
man of the graduate committee, 
states. “The number seems to be 
growing larger every year. It Is 
probably due to the fact that the 
State University is offering more 
and more work of advanced charac­
ter and giving more attention to 
graduate students. A considerable 
number of these students are grad­
uates from Montana but a greater 
number are from outside institu­
tions.”
More courses for advanced stu­
dents are being offered than for­
merly, Prof. Phillips added, and 
more Inducements offered to have 
them come here.
Most of the graduate students in 
the Education department are eith­
er principles or superintendents or 
working to be a principal or super­
intendent. In the other depart­
ments the majority of the graduate
Communication
To the Editor:
I t is expected that not many years 
will elapse before a student desiring 
a college education in Montana will 
have only to go to his local high 
school, where a small department 
vill be maintained as a unit of the 
Greater University of Montana. One 
•oom will probably be sufficient to 
house the entire student body in
•h of these institutions, and one 
instructor will undoubtedly be 
enough. With one man acting as 
president, registrar, maintenance en­
gineer, dean of men, dean of women, 
all-around instructor, and janitor, 
there should be quite a saving in 
salaries.
Already we have separate units 
3f the Greater University a t Mis- 
soulu, Bozeman, Dillon, Butte, Bil­
lings, and Havre. And the various 
Chambers of Commerce here and 
there, thither and yon, about the 
state, are agitating to have a unit 
put in their town.
Our legislators, over in Hele 
strive to please. If Senator Whoozis, 
from that county over in the other 
end of the state, wants a unit of the 
University in his home town, why 
shouldn’t he have it? I t doesn’t 
take much time or energy to pass 
a bill to the effect that a new in­
stitution in that locality is created. 
The bill is passed, Senator Whoozis 
beams upon his colleagues, and the 
local merchants prepare for a big 
business boom when the college stu­
dents flock in.
And in the meantime the older 
units of the University which have 
been long established, and have 
proven their worth, have their ap­
propriations cut to nothingness. 
They degenerate.
What a University it would be if 
all these units were combined!
Hey! Are we going to have any 
semblance of a real University any 
more? M. U. M.
students are departmental teach­
ers, according to Professor Phillips.
Those Working
Those who are working for their 
master's degrees are: Education— 
Clyde Alexander, Homer Anderson, 
Noel Baker, Sarah Black, Temple 
Bruner, Arden Cole, Sister Aimie 
Ely, Nels Erickson, Lulu Geringer, 
Carl Grove, Francis Haines, Ralph 
Hogan, Arthur Kraft, Anna Mul- 
linax, Anne Nagle, Clarence Royels, 
Merrill Smith, Ida Southwick, 
Lewis Spalding, Earl Sykes, N. F. 
Wampler, George White.
H i s t o r y  — Clayton Farrington, 
Archie Hunter, Carl McFarland, 
Marlon Prescott, Lawrence Sands- 
mark.
Botany—Winifred Baptist, Mary 
Brown.
Biology—Arnold Wedum.
English—Agnes Getty.
Psychology—Helma Hunter.
Mathematics—Mable Jacobsen.
Latin—Willie Munger, Elsie Wa- 
dell.
Business Administration — Guy 
Stegner.
Journalism—Mrs. Inez Abbott, 
Helen McDonna.
Economics—J ohn Orr.
Know Our Campus
BY NETTIE HAND
You, Who are here on our cam­
pus for the first time, and, possibly, 
jrou who have been here previous 
summers, have passed through the 
grove of firs at the north entrance 
and have noted the modest granite 
monument. Have you wondered 
at the significance of this simple 
stone, You should not leave our 
ampus without knowing the story 
of this grove and something of the 
deeper meaning it is intended to 
convey to every student of the Uni­
versity.
This grove is a memorial to Pro­
fessor William M. Aber. Every tree 
there was transplanted from the 
mountains by Professor Aber and 
tended with his own hands until it 
was strong enough to grow without 
his help. The little monument 
which stands in the midst of the 
grove gives visible testimony to the 
regard which the University holds 
for this man.
(But this little monument is only 
the slight, tangible expression of a 
deep and enduring regard. I t is 
slight, indeed* when compared with 
the sentiment for which is stands. 
The real monument to Professor 
Aber is to be found in the inspira­
tion which he left to future gener­
ations of University students and 
teachers, an inspiration of ceaseless 
devotion, constant labor and un­
faltering belief in the ultimate re­
alization of the plans and hopes 
which we all entertain for the Uni­
versity of Montana.
Professor Aber was head of the 
Latin and Greek department from 
1895, when the University was 
founded, until his death September 
2, 1919. He took great pride in 
the appearance of the grounds and 
superintended the planting of the 
first trees and shrubs. I t was his 
wish that this little grove should 
stand as a memorial to him. Aber 
Day, which is set aside every spring 
as “clean-up day’’ on the campus, 
and the west entrance of the li­
brary, which is dedicated to his 
name are other evidences of the in­
fluence of this “grand old man" on 
the life of our University.
Sprinkler
Psychologists F i n a l l y  
Solve Mystery.
The great problem of the campus 
sprinkler hasn’t yet attracted the 
summer school students as it did 
the students here during the regu­
lar session. Last spring students 
and even professors dould be ob­
served standing about in small 
groups discussing the question as to 
whether the sprinkler on the oval 
rotated in one direction only, or 
whether it reversed action every 
few minutes or so.
One professor was famous for 
his pondering on the subject But 
he finally solved the psychology of 
the thing. Then we got busy and 
interviewed the Physics department 
and the Art department in order 
to get a full explanation.
Psychologically, physically, and 
artistically, the sprinkler acts the 
same way under all conditions, the- 
.ory to the contrary.
First of all, the sprinkler turns 
in one direction only, clockwise, 
the psychology of the thing is that 
when the attention is fixed on an 
object for any length of time, that 
object seems to change, or to move, 
without actually doing so. The 
physics of it is that while the water 
I sprays out in one direction ,tho 
force of it causes the sprinkler to
CALENDAR
Week Beginning July 12, 1929.
All week Art exhibit. 300 
reproductions of old masters oi 
China and Japan. Art depart­
ment, Main hall.
Friday, July 12 
Lecture: “Some Phases of Jew­
ish Thought,” by Rabbi Louis 
Welsey. Little Theatre, 2 p .m .
Swimming party*... Pool, Men's 
gymnasium, 7:30-8:30 p. m.
Dancing party, North Hall par­
lors, 9-11 p. m.
The University library will be 
open Friday evenings for the ac­
commodation of summer students, 
particularly those who desire to 
go on the week-end excursions. 
This will be done for the next 
three weeks and will be contin­
ued throughout the summer quar­
ter if there is sufficient demand.
Saturday, July 13 
Saturday, July 13: Week-end 
excursion to Bonner mills and 
Blackfoot canyon. Trip by street 
car to mills; inspection under di­
rection of Dean Spaulding of the 
forest school; mile and a  half 
hike up Blackfoot to noon camp; 
lunch and camp stories; return 
same afternoon. While the dis­
tance traveled is short, this is 
one of the most interesting trips 
of the summer. The cost to reg­
ular hall boarders is 15c and to 
others is 50c. Each excursion­
ist should take along 50c for car­
fare. The party meets a t the 
Van Buren street crossing a t 8 
a. m. to board the car for Bon­
ner; those who wish to go must 
be on time since-the cars do not 
wait. Those who do not know 
the way will be met a t Main 
hall a t 7:45 and taken to the 
meeting place to catch the car. 
Sign up in president's office be­
fore 4 p. m. Thurslday.
Monday, July 15.
Concert. North hall parlors, 
7 p. m. Ladies' quartet touring 
the country under the auspices 
of the Northern Pacific railway.
Tuesday, July 16 
Convocation. Address by Miss 
Elizabeth Ireland, Montana sup­
erintendent of public instruction. 
Miss Ireland will meet students 
in individual conferences during 
the afternoon with regard to 
state teachers* qualifications.
Concert. International Club 
orchestra. Main hall auditorium, 
8:30 p. m.
Wednesday, July 17 
Bridge party. North hall par­
lors, 7 p. m.
Thursday, July 18 
Lecture: “The Little Theatre 
Movement,” by John Mason 
Brown. Little Theatre, 11 a. m.
DUNCAN MARRIED.
Miss Frances Feehan, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. John Feehan of 
Minneapolis, Minn., former resi­
dents of Missoulai and Thomas Dun­
can, son of Judge and Mrs. Asa L. 
Duncan of Missoula, were married 
at a quiet ceremony performed in 
the S t Anthony parish house a t 9 
o’clock last Monday evening, July 1.
Mr. Duncan is a student at the 
University and expects to gain his 
degree with the conclusion of the 
present summer session in Journal­
ism.
Mrs. Duncan is a well-known 
member of the younger set in Mis­
soula. She came here with her par­
ents several years ago from Minne­
apolis, and upon their return to 
Minnesota she remained in Mis­
soula, obtaining employment a t the 
Ravalli flour mill.
Mr. Duncan is a resident of Mis­
soula and has graduated from the 
public schools and high school here. 
Ata graduation from high school he 
attended Virginia Military Institute 
for two years before entering the 
University. He is a member of 
Sigma Nu.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan will make 
their home with Judge and Mrs. 
Duncan until fall, when they will 
go to Minneapolis to live.
The third round of the series of 
bridge evenings being played at Cor 
bin hall was won by Dorothy Phelps 
and Harry Adams who will play in 
the final tournament toward the end 
of the summer session.
Both faculty members and sum­
mer students have found these 
bridge parties a pleasant recrea­
tion from study and a means for 
cementing friendships.
Toward the end of the summer 
session the winners of each of the 
weekly series will play in a friendly 
tournament to determine the bridge 
champions.
HUSTON MARRIED.
Aubrey Huston, a graduate of the 
State University with the class of 
1928, was married June 27 to Miss 
Leona Lamb of Billings. The mar­
riage took place a t Spokane, Wash­
ington. Mrs. Huston is a graduate 
of the State Normal School at Dil­
lon. Mr. Huston majored in Jour­
nalism. During the past year he 
has written several short stories and 
poems for, cur rent magazines.
DICKSON NUPTIALS.
Muriel Dickson of Billings, for­
mer University student, has an­
nounced her approaching marriage 
to Harry A. Snyder, Jr., of Billings. 
The wedding date is set for July 17. 
Among the former University stu­
dents who were guests a t the an­
nouncement dinner were Opal 
Hughes, Bonita Worthington, Mir­
iam Wilds, Jane Nofsinger, Mar­
jorie Chappie, Alice Carpenter and 
Helen Early.
YVOOLFOLKMULVANEY.
Marjorie Woolfolk and Robert 
Mulvaney, both of Billings, were 
married June 29 a t the ranch home 
of the bride’s parents, near Round­
up. Charlotte Woolfolk, a sister of 
the bride, was maid of honor. Mr. 
Mulvaney was attended by his 
brother, Williard Mulvaney. Mr. 
and Mrs. Mulvaney left immediate­
ly after the ceremony for Yellow­
stone park on a short honeymoon.
Mrs. Mulvaney attended the State 
University for three years and is a 
member of Kappa Alpha Theta. Mr. 
Mulvaney, also a former student, 
graduated from Leland Stanford 
last year. He is a member of Sig­
ma Chi. Mr. Mulvaney is associ­
ated in business with his father in 
1 Billings.
PEARL LADIGES MARRIED.
Pearl Ladiges of Alberton, for­
mer student, was married to Edwin 
R. Bennett of .Alberton Friday eve­
ning in Missoula. The couple were 
attended by Aileen Poirer and Ted 
Martin, Jr. Mrs. Bennett spent two 
years at the State University and 
Mr. Bennett is a former student of 
the University of Wisconsin.
revolve in the opposite direction. 
So, while you watch the water, you 
watch it spray In one direction, and 
the sprinkler itself catches your 
wandering attention (psycholog­
ically) deceiving you into thinking 
the apparatus reverses. Simple, 
when you know the answer.
PI PHI’S BAN SMOKING
A resolution prohibiting members 
of the Phi Beta Phi sorority from 
smoking in all college circles was 
adopted at a recent national con­
vention of the organization held at 
Pasadena, Calif.
HUGUS INJURED.
William T. Hugus, regular session 
University student was injured 
slightly last week when the car in 
which he was riding collided with 
a truck. His knee and chest were 
hurt in the accident
REPORT INDICATES 
HEALTHY INCREASE
COLUMBIA'S NEW SCIENCE.
New York—(IP )—A new science 
is to be developed next year a t Co­
lumbia university, here.
The university has made it 
known that the teaching of geo­
physics, the science by which the 
application of the laws and tech­
nique is made to reveal the consti­
tution and structure of the of the 
earth’s hidden riches, has been ap­
proved by the university fathers.
Dr. Charles C. Berkey, professor 
of geology a t the university, said 
that the mating of physics and ge­
ology in a new method of wresting 
secrets from beneath the soil’s crust 
is a normal development of science, 
however unusual it  may seem.
“Twenty years ago,” he said, 
“after the geologist had his say, 
only magicians and wavers of wil­
low wands claimed to be able to 
tell what lay beneath the surface of 
the earth without digging down to 
see. Of course it  is the geologist’s 
field, but there are limits beyond
(Continued from page one)
performance for obtaining degrees 
in graduate work was raised.
“Freshman week,” held each fan 
for incoming students, was perhaps 
the most successful in 1928, “owing 
to the excellent co-operation of the 
fraternities and sororities.”
Fine Student Record 
The report shows that disciplhj. 
ary cases have been much fewer and 
less serious than usual and “the afc. 
titude on the part of the great bnlk 
of students has been excellent”
“A large number of students earn 
a part or all of their expense*," 
the report goes on, “but there were 
fewer students employed during 
1928-29 than for the past two or 
three years. This is due in part 
perhaps largely to the scarcity of 
jobs for students in Missoula." 
President Clapp notes that some re­
vision of the calendar seems 'neces­
sary in order to permit the release 
of all students by June 10 for sum­
mer employment.
Faculty Force Active 
A number of “notable" projects 
in work of public relations are 
listed by the president The first 
mentioned is the work of faculty 
members in co-operation with the 
state fish and game commission at 
Flathead lake in studying fish and 
fish feed. Various other members 
of the staff have been engaged in 
research projects. The forest nurs­
ery under the supervision of Pro­
fessor Dorr Skeels of the forest 
school, distributed 250,000 trees for 
wood lots, wind breaks and shelter 
belts. Plans have been made to dis­
tribute more than twice as many 
next year.
Under the general direction of 
President Clapp an economic sur­
vey of higher education in Montana 
as compared to 11 other westers 
states was completed.
The most notable publication for 
1928-29 is the memorial volume of 
the late Prof. Joseph E. Kirkwood, 
“The Trees and Shrubs of the 
Northern Rockies.”
The report also notes the national 
recognition gained by “The Fron­
tier,” literary magazine.
The report also mentions the an­
nual Interscholastic meet as well as 
the many talks by professors dim 
ing the year. Members of the lav 
faculty aided the legislature in de­
termining the legality of certain 
bills.
Law Library Gift.
The most important gift mo­
tioned was that of 7,000 law vol­
umes from the W. A. Clark law li­
brary presented by the Anacondi 
Copper Mining company to the Uni­
versity law library.
A number of needs for the Univer­
sity are listed by President Clapp. 
“The greatest need is an increased 
appropriation for maintenance. The 
amount per regular college students 
appropriated from state funds has 
decreased from $290 in 1921-22 to 
I less than $230 during the last year” 
The report continues, “The of- 
i fices of dean of faculty and dean of 
men should be expanded and two 
new general offices established to 
provide for personnel work and em­
ployment of graduates and for pub­
lic relations and publications:’’: 
“In the education system a larg- 
; er staff is greatly needed to per­
mit of more individual work, ex­
pansion of certain departments, ad- 
| dition of 'work in philosophy, g*
S ography and two years of medicine; 
j  the organization of the school of 
I education, authorized many yearn 
ago; the expansion of graduate 
work and research, and the develop­
ment of extension and correspond­
ence study.”
Need of Buildings 
I “The greatest needs for building 
i  are for a laboratory building to 
house the department of chemlstiTi 
j for a journalism building, an audi­
torium and another men's residence 
| hall. The students have already 
made provision for the construction 
of a union building in the near fu* 
ture.”
“It is hoped this year that tar 
get range and rifle and ammunition 
storage of the reserve officers train­
ing corps can be moved from to* 
lower floor of the journalism huiw 
ing, thus getting rid of a dangerou* 
fire hazard, and an extremely db* 
turbing noise and aggravating 
fumes.”
which 'the  geologist cannot go 
Interpreting underground condition* 
by surface observations.
“Today remarkable results are a®* 
cured by a variety of means. 
principles in themselves are 
prisingly simple, but only the cx 
pert physicist and geologist is cap­
able of making the observati 
and interpretating the data •fj 
cumulated thusly. The two 
of science are completely 
in the new ‘divining* method 
a new type of ‘deviner’ is evoT 
ing, known as the geophysicist
The new science, Dr. Berkey saw* 
has sprung up almost over night
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RIEDELL SPEAKS 
ON CHINESE AND 
JAPANESEWORK
Work of Old Masters Was 
Summary of Artist’s 
Life Memory.
Professor C. H. Riedell, head of 
the Fine Arts department, gave a 
lecture on “Memory Training, the 
Basis of Chinese and Japanese Art,” 
in the Art room, Tuesday afternoon. 
There is on display in that room at 
this time an exhibit of 300 repro­
ductions of old masters of China 
and Japan.
According to Mr. Riedell, the 
Japanese are the imitators of the 
Chinese, just as the Romans were 
the imitators of the Greeks. Chi­
nese art, of the old masters, was a 
summary of their life’s memory. 
They did not consciously try  to 
make art. They waited for the 
mood. After a long an d ' serious 
study of nature they felt the urge to 
paint; they had a vision of wild 
geese, a waterfall, a mountain fast­
ness. When this urge came to them 
they went into seclusion, bathed in 
a mountain brook, burned incense, 
dresssed themselves in clean silk 
and then sat down and waited for a 
trance.
When it  came they put the pic­
ture on paper. If  their memory 
failed they never finished the pic­
ture. This is the only instance 
known where a conscious flow of 
energy has entered into a produc­
tion whether in art, music or lit­
erature. This resulted in a unity 
of impression found only in their 
art, Mr. Riedell said.
As mentioned before, Japan cop­
ied her a rt  from China. She taught 
her children to draw from mem­
ory. They never went out with a 
sketch pad to draw. They made 
contact with nature, and their work 
possesses a quality called inspira­
tion. The prints on display were 
made for the common people and 
they represent the real a rt  of Ja ­
pan.
“Sometime in the life of an in­
dividual or a nation comes the pe­
riod of greatest expression,” said 
Mr. Riedell. “When this period has 
been reached it  can never again be 
attained. The reproductions on dis 
play represent the peak of attain­
ment in the a rt of these countries.”
Student’s Parents 
Drowned in Accident 
On Flathead River
Five Lose life  When Car Plunges 
From Ferry Into Deep Water.
Among the accidents centering 
about the Fourth of July celebra­
tion was one resulting in the deaths 
of the parents, brother-in-law and 
small niece and nephew of Virgil 
Lockridge, a student a t the regular 
session school of the University. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lockridge, 
father and step-mother of Virgil 
Lockridge, were returning home 
from Kalispell after a two-day cel­
ebration together with their daugh­
ter and son-in-law and two grand­
children when the accident occurred.
Mr. Lockridge drove their large 
Hudson sedan on the ferry a t  Holt's 
crossing, north of Bigfork, when 
within but 100 feet of the opposite 
shore the car suddenly plunged into 
the water. The cause for the ac­
cident is unknown. The list of the 
ferry caused by the weight of the 
large car, however, allowed the se­
dan to roll off into the Flathead 
river and to sink into 50 feet of 
water.
All of the occupants of the car 
were drowned with the exception of 
Gladys Ripke, sister of Virgil 
Lockridge and a graduate of the 
State Normal school a t Dillon. Mrs. 
Ripke got out, or was thrown out, 
of the rear window of the sedan 
and came to the surface where she 
was rescued by Albert Koppang, op­
erator of the ferry.
Mr. and Mrs. Lockridge had gone 
from Stevensville to Bigfork to 
spend the Fourth of July holiday 
with their daughter and her family. 
The two families drove to Kalispell 
to the celebration, and the accident 
which coused the death of five of 
the six members of the family in 
the oar occurred a t 11:30 o’clock 
the night of July 4, when they were 
on their return to the Ripke ranch.
Mr. Lockridge was a prominent 
business man of Stevensville, being 
vice president of the Stevensville 
First State bank, and the owner of 
the Stevensville feed mill.
SENATE BARBER  
SHOP
BEN F. STOWE
“T he Shop w ith a Rep"
Service done by or w ithout 
appointment.
Three first class operators 
Call 4368 641 W oody St.
Stepantsoff
Encounters Revolution 
Returing Home.
Alexander Stepantsoff, class of 
1027, and also founder and presi­
dent of the International Club or­
chestra for four years, is at last 
back in his home in Harbin, Man­
churia.
Since leaving the State Univer­
sity Stepantsoff has been spending 
his time studying and traveling. 
Last fall he entered the University 
of Paris where he remained until 
the first of April of this year. From 
Paris he went to Berlin, Rome and 
Constantinople. He also traveled 
through Spain and Austria. Later 
he crossed the Mediterranean sea to 
India and from there went to Shang­
hai, China, where he hoped to em­
bark for Manchuria. However, it 
so happened that at the time one of 
the petty Chinese generals revolted 
against Chang-Kal-shek. The rail­
road was cut off to Pekin and Step­
antsoff found it necessary to go into 
Japan and from there to Dalran, 
China. From Dalran he got a 
straight connection into his home 
town. Harbin, Manchuria.
According to Victor Stepantsoff, 
his brother, Alexander expects to be 
back in America this coming Sep­
tember and will go to work for the 
General Motors corporation in their 
foreign trade.
Former “U” Student 
Is Dead in Billings
Eugene Lore, a 1925 graduate of 
the University, died last week In 
Billings after a short illness with 
encephalitis. A number of his rela­
tives had attended the University.
Mr. Lore was a World war vet­
eran when he entered the Univer­
sity, having served in the navy. 
While here he was a member of 
Alpha Delta Alpha, social frater­
nity, which is now Kappa Sigma. 
He received a degree in business 
administration. He had been em­
ployed for some time by the F. P. 
Connelly company at Billings.
His sister, Mrs. W. J . Jameson, 
Jr., graduated from the University 
in 1923. Another sister, Mary Lore, 
attends the University during the 
regular session and will be a senior 
next fall. His parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. George Lore, live in Billings.
OTHER SCHOOLS 
IN ST ATE REPORT 
FEWER STUDENTS
Summer Enrollment at Mis­
soula Largest; Billings 
Next.
Reports from other institutions 
in the state which are holding sum­
mer schools indicate that enroll­
ments fo rthis summer are slightly 
lower than they were last year. 
However, with the opening of the 
second three week sssion of the 
Univrsity last Monday, it is be­
lieved that the registration here 
will nearly equal that of last year.
There were 426 registrations re­
ported last week and since that time 
It  is estimated that between ten and 
fifteen more people have registered, 
which should bring the total up 
to near 440. This is seven less than 
last year.
Of other summer normal schools 
open in the state, the largest en­
rollment is 312 a t Billings. There 
are 230 a t Dillon, the state normal 
school, 104 a t Havre and 60 at Miles 
City. For the whole state there is 
a total of 1,132 attending school.
WILL LEAVE TODAY.
Miss Lucile Jameson leaves 
today for Minnesota, Missouri and 
Illinois where she will spend a 
two or three-week vacation. Miss 
Jameson is assistant registrar.
MISS WILSON  
Shampoo Parlor
65 Higgins Block
PHONE 2350
A. G. WHALEY
■saigas
O PT O M E T R IST  
B 8  H  Jewelry Co.
CASA DE  
REFRESCO
“Home of 
Refreshing Drinks”
Complete Fountain 
Service
Corner of Spruce and 
Stevens Sts.
MILLSTONE ON CAMPUS 
HAS INTERESTING HISTORY
Ground Wheat for West­
ern Montana in 1866.
The millstone used in Missoula's 
first flour mill lies, half hidden by 
the grass, at the north end of the 
hedge which grows back of Main 
hall. I t  was brought to the cam­
pus when the mill was wrecked In 
1908, by one interested in the his­
tory of the city.
Back in 1866 the only flour mill 
in the region west of the Rockies 
as that built by Father Ravalli at 
t. Mary’s mission, now Stevens­
ville. Realizing the need of the 
settlers about Missoula, Christopher 
Higgins and Frank Worden decided 
to build and operate a mill in con­
nection with the store run by Mr. 
Worden.
The site was near the river, where 
is now the north end of the Higgins 
enue bridge. Employes at the 
public service plant park their cars 
where the mill once stood. The logs 
for the building were brought from 
the mountains near by, but the ma­
chinery had to be brought from 
Kansas City by boat to Fort Benton, 
then freighted, in wagons, to Mis­
soula.
Freighting Over.
The boat arrived at Fort Benton 
the winter of 1863. I t was not un­
til the next summer that James B. 
Bailey, father of Mrs. Will Jones of 
Hartman street, brought the mill­
stone and iron fixtures on the last 
lap of their long Journey. Mr. 
Bailey used oxen for freighting. He 
was only 22 years old then, and this 
lonk trip over plains and mountains
was just another adventure to him.
By 1806 the mill was in operation, 
grinding the wheat hauled in by the 
farmers. Happy days for the little 
community! A new industry would 
help both town and farmer. And 
Missoula did grow qnd prosper. 
Years passed until in 1877 work at 
this mill was discontinued. The 
winter of 1907 and 1908 piled a lot 
of snow in the mountains. Long 
continued rains in May and June 
brought a flood of water down the 
Missoula, which half submerged the 
old mill and carried away part of 
the bridge then spanning the river.
When the new bridge was built 
the mill was torn down and carried 
away. Forgotten by the older gen­
eration, unknown by the new, it 
would have passed into oblivion had 
not the stone been saved and placed 
where all may see.
I t was a fine sentiment which 
prompted that action. I t  is a fine 
thing for people in this swift mov­
ing age to pause, now and then, 
and think of the hardships, the dif­
ficulties encountered by the found­
ers of a community. So, when next 
yon look upon this relic, don’t  see 
just a stone three feet in diameter 
and nine inches thick. Rather let 
it bring to you the picture of the 
farmer hauling the wheat to the mill 
for flour, the prospector, in from 
the hills, buying with gold the sup­
plies for another season, the Indian, 
the freighter, the stage coach, the 
storekeeper, who lived in the day of 
th mill—lived and struggled, joyed 
and suffered that Missoula might be 
as it today with the “U” here un­
der Monnt Sentinel.
PHILLIPS TALKS 
AT LIONS CLUB
Professor Says E u r o p e a n  
Ethics Are Low
Professor Paul C. Phillips of the 
history department of the Univer­
sity spoke of the social and econom­
ic reorganization of Europe in a 
talk at the weekly luncheon of the 
Missoula Lions club last Monday. 
He described conditions in Enrope 
four years ago when he made a trip 
abroad.
European business men do not ob­
serve the same high standards of 
ethics as those set up for the United 
States, Professor Phillips stated.
The European does not have the 
same conception of cleanliness that 
the American possesses and sanitary 
conditions cannot compare with 
those of the United States, he add­
ed.
Professor Phillips also mentioned 
the difficulties of Europe four years 
ago and of today, through the great 
loss of men during the World War. 
He spoke of the hardship inflicted 
on the German people by the high 
income tax of ten per cent regard­
less of the amount of the income.
’ The foreign restaurants, even 
those of France, do not serve the 
food that American restaurants 
serve. The culinary a rt cannot be 
compared with that of American 
cooks .he declared.
Uncertainty
T R Y  US IF YOU CARE 
FOR T H E  BEST 
RESULTS
Leading Shoe Shop
514 S. Higgins
DRIVE UP
and let ns serve you from 
the curb
Refreshing Drinks
and
Sandwiches
THE SANDWICH  
SHOP
Opposite High School
Have Your Work 
Done the
“ Master Way”
and be certain of only 
the most reliable 
service in
Master Dry Cleaners and 
Laundry
Either Laundry or 
Dry Cleaning
(With apologies to the author of 
“Independence Belt” )
“Will they do it?” Dare they do it?” 
“Who is speaking?” “What’s the 
news?”
“What of history? What of Psych?” 
“O. God grant, they'll all refuse.” 
Those were the queries heard on 
the campus Friday morning.
Tests there were, of course, and 
some got them and some didn't! 
Life is so uncertain!
Miss Constance Bnckmaster has 
left Missoula for a trip to Oak­
land, Cat, to visit with her par­
ents there.
MISS GRIFFIN IS 
EXPERIMENTING
Dissected Guinea Pig Used in 
Research.
Miss Helen Griffin, one of the 
professors in the department of zo­
ology, is performing some experi­
ments. The other afternoon when 
she was engaged in the dissection 
of a guinea pig and was questioned 
regarding what she was doing she 
replied, “Well, you see it is this 
way—for several years I have been 
questioning the methods used for the 
dehydration of animal tissues after 
they have been cut. The botanists, 
in replacing the water in the tis­
sues with alcohol go slowly, while 
the zoologist goes rapidly through 
the process. Here, I am using the 
entrails of the guinea pig for ex­
periment and hope to find out for 
myself which is the better method.” 
Sometime soon Miss Griffin ex­
pects to complete her experiment 
and will announce her findings.
DISABLED VETERANS GIVE 
POST TO VIVIAN CORBLY
Vivian Corbly, State University 
graduate, was reelected to the of­
fice of national adjutant by the na­
tional convention of the Disabled 
American Veterans at Denver last 
week. Mr. Corbly also is to con­
tinue as editor of the Disabled Vet­
erans* Weekly.
Mr. Corbly graduated from the 
University School of Journalism in 
1925.
Thomas Smalley, graduate of the 
education department this summer, 
will be principal next year of the 
Klein high school.
Nettie Hand, who will graduate 
this summer from the education de­
partment, will teach at the Normal 
Training school at Dillon next year.
TH E
NEW  GRILL CAFE
“The Place of Good 
Eats”
111 West Main St. 
Missoula, Mont.
SET T H E  CLOCK 
fo r w h a tev e r t im e  
cooking should begin 
to  have d inner ready 
a t  th e  hour you w ant it.
A D J U S T  T H E  
T H E R M O M E T E R
for th e  tem perature 
t h a t  t h e  C o o k in g  
M anual tells you is 
best for th e  meal you are planning.
T h e n  w a l k  o u t  o f
THE KITCHEN AND THE 
“FLAVOR ZONE” OVEN WILL 
GET D INN ER FO R  YOU
MISSOULA  
PUBLIC  
SERVICE CO.
J.CPENNEYCQ
T h e  W a t e r ’s F i n e . . .
But Have You a New 
Bathing Suit Ready?
Most any time now it will be warm 
enough to go swimming and you don’t 
want to miss a single chance . . .  we 
suggest that you see our new stoc4 
of bathing suits immediately . . .
Plain Swimming Suits, 
Novelty Bathing Suits
O  $2.98, $3.98 
and $4.98
Every kind of a suit . . . one 
or two-piece . . . some with the 
new low back . . . novelties and 
plain suits . .. . dark and gay 
colors,
The State University of 
Montana
Opens Its Thirty-fifth Year 
September 24 ,1929
FRESHMAN WEEK begins on that date. This week 
is arranged for the registration of new students and for ac­
quainting them with the courses offered, the arrangement 
of the campus and the regulations and customs of the U ni­
versity. Early registration is important. It enables the new 
student to get well started with his work and to make that 
work more effective by familiarizing himself with campus 
conditions and customs.
FORMER ST U D E N T S should register September 28 
and 29. The regular work for the University will start 
Monday, September 30.
RESERVATION OF ROOMS may be made in advance 
by mail. The residence halls of the University are the stu­
dent homes of freshmen and all who plan to attend the U ni­
versity should make certain of room reservations well in ad­
vance of the opening date. Correspondence should be ad­
dressed to the registrar.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS A N D  SCIENCES
Courses are offered in the college, leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts. The college is divided into these depart­
ments, each affording the opportunity for major work:
Biology
Botany
Chemistry
Economics
Education
English
Fine Arts
Foreign Languages: French,
German. Spanish, Latin 
and Greek
Geology
History and Political Science
Home Economics
Library Economy
Mathematics
M ilitary Science
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
There are six professional schools, each of recognized 
standing in the country. Their work is directed by instruc­
tors who are specialists in their professions and their record, 
as established by their graduates, is noteworthy.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION  
This school prepares for service in the mercantiTe”aha 
commercial world. It specializes in accountancy and office 
management and in the handling of general business prob­
lems.
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY  
The Montana School of Forestry is especially well situ­
ated for its work. In the midst of a great lumber-producing 
region and at the headquarters of a great federal forestry dis­
trict, it affords its students opportunity for direct contact 
with all phases of their professional work. Upon its fac­
ulty are experts in forestry and lumbering whose work has 
given the school wide fame.
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM  
The School of Journalism aims to prepare its students for 
newspaper work and for writing along other lines. Its 
courses in advertising and publicity have been unusually suc­
cessful. Its students come from many other states than 
Montana.
SCHOOL OF LAW
Montana’s School of Law ranks high in its profession: 
its course is six years and the list of its alumni includes men 
who have won distinction in their profession in many and 
widely separated fields.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The School of Music is well equipped, both as to person­
nel and physical facilities, to give instruction of high quali­
ty. Its vocal clubs, its symphony orchestra and its band have 
a fine reputation.
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY  
Incidental to the standard instruction in pharmacy, this 
school has done notable work in the development of Mon­
tana drug-producing plants. Its research and experimenta­
tion in this line have added to its reputation for thorough 
and sound work.
GRADUATE DIVISION
The University offers work for advanced degrees in sev­
eral of its departments. Information regarding the details 
of this work may be obtained from the registrar.
FOR M O N TAN A  ST U D E N T S  
All of the work of the University is arranged with the 
idea in mind of meeting as fully as possible the needs and 
requirements of Montana students. For young people who 
are looking forward to life work in their home state, this 
institution is particularly well adapted.
For detailed information as to expenses and courses, ad­
dress
THE REGISTRAR,
State University, Missoula, Montana.
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OF GRIZZLY ATHLETES 
FIN MONTANA THIS SUMMER
Jtes find that Mon- 
( a plaeo uk any dur- 
pr months. Nearly all 
Rllable for next year's 
kployed somewhere In
{Athletes' vacation does 
differ from the vaca- 
athletes from differ- 
Here is a list of what 
[toys are doing.
Pbgson, star hurdler, and 
utr basketball man, are 
ills. Don is laboring for 
lie “Bus” is work- 
pnotors finance company 
bd Waldo Ekegren, two 
tacks. are at their home 
Both of these boys 
fenty of fight last year and 
tie experience and a good 
|i can be at least safe in 
h t these boys will make it 
I  any team.
r, half-mller, is 
e Missoula Drug 
ft at Missoula while his 
Bteorgc “Bud” is carrying 
e l ichool course along with 
odd jobs (including fights), 
lffeeterson, huge tackle, is 
for a lumber company at 
if: in Miles City. Russell 
ff out at the end of the win- 
l Air ter to go to work. Acctord- 
yeports he will be glad when 
fall quarter starts.
em to be some of the boys 
haven't much to do and these 
jptyude Samples, “Harp” Kilroy, 
IUirnn. George Carey, “Finn” 
Sax, Bob Davis and Jim Clark. 
_r main work for the summer is 
|n g  a little knowledge and thus 
summer session finds all of 
fellows streaking around the 
pus, much in the same manner 
I |during the regular term.
V April.Tfr -Curtiss, Grizzly distance 
man, is doing manual labor ut 
Lipl>y.
Ted Mellinger, Eddie Chlnske and 
“Daisy” DeZell, all football men, 
are working for the telephone com­
pany in Helena when they are not 
playing baseball.
“Feet” Lewis, Emil Perey and 
Carl Rankin are at the R. O. T. C. 
training camp at Fort George 
Wright a t Spokane. Lewis and 
Perey are both football men while 
Rankin is captain-elect of the bas­
ketball squad. They seem to be en- 
joying everything at the camp ex­
cept the grub, which they say is 
“terrible.”
Clyde Carpenter and John Lewis 
are working bir.V* 3ude ranch out­
side of Billings.
Billy Robiffs is at his home in 
Salem, S. D. So far he hasn’t i 
found any work. I t  looks as if he | 
would have been better off if he 
had stayed in Montana. Clifton' 
Robiffs, Bill’s older brother, is also 
back in Salem. I t is not known 
whether he is working either.
Joe Busch is leading a dance or­
chestra at Anaconda. With him is 
Richard Nelson, frosh basketball 
player.
Tom Moore is working in Mis­
soula.
|bBob Nelson, Foy Priest and Dell 
Davis are driving busses in Yellow­
stone National park.
... Jimmy Morrow is working for the 
Butte Electric Railway company at 
Bntte.
!(Jerry Ryan is working on his 
twch outside of Deer Lodge. Jerry 
| p  been participating in a few 
\|bdeo8 to get hardened up for the 
i football team.
IS Jb irl Walker is working for a tractor company.
■  '^ p c e  Mulich, giant guard, is 
■ i ©smoke near Bonner, patrol- 
[ I T; the forest service.
[ ! Eand Allan Burke are run- 
iiy sheep ranch outside of
THIRTY STUDENTS
ON VALLEY TR IP
(Continued from Page 1)
ile is at his home in Deer
j&ordcn is working in An- 
r the A. C. M. in the chem- 
bartment.
fICIPATES ACCIDENT
B>U8. Ohio—(IP )—Students 
Phio State journalism class 
Sprite a story from some 
about a workman fractur- 
sknll in a fall from the old 
‘xy building as a part of the 
lamination last quarter, 
six days later, H. T. Black, 
ee [of the Evans construction 
suffered a broken hip and 
] »  his back when he fell 
p ile  at work on the addi- 
the chemistry building. He 
Hpring.
B i s  of sophomores in the 
H  school have written of 
gjpiig of University Hall on 
pccaslons, but so far the 
B ture  has not even been the 
of A false alarm.
Bmirothy Fehlhaber, who was 
W .  the three weeks' session of 
pschool, has left for Min- 
B h ere  she will join her par-
■klic Branam, who attended 
^University during the three- 
pgffnnm r session just closed, 
to her home at Bonners 
W Idaho, last week-end.
was fine opportunity for each to 
follow his own wishes in the mat­
ter of entertainment. Professor B. 
E. Thomas successfully demon­
strated the art of fly fishing and 
landed some fine trout even before 
the party sat down to lunch.
At the campfire, after supper, the 
party listened to a talk by Profes­
sor Severy on the geology of hot 
springs and the interesting features 
of the Bitter Root’s formation. 
Dean Stone followed with some 
stories of Paul Bunyan and then 
the journey homeward was begun.
The party reached home between 
10 and 11 o’clock In the evening. 
“The smoothness of the excursion 
system at Montana is one of the 
finest summer features which I 
have ever experienced,” said one of 
the trippers Saturday afternoon. 
“Mr. Severy has things so well or­
ganized that each of these excur­
sions moves as if there had been 
a dress rehearsal and there is some­
thing of beauty and interest at every 
turn. These trips alone are mak­
ing me glad that I came to Mon­
tana this summer—and I came a 
long way.” There was general in­
dorsement of this opinion.
To Bonner Saturday
This week’s Saturday trip will 
be to the lumber mills at Bonner, 
where the process of lumber man­
ufacture will be followed under the 
direction of Dean Spaulding of the 
School of Forestry. Then there 
will be a pleasant hike into the 
lower Blackfoot canyon for lunch 
and field work. There’s a chance 
here, too, for fishing.
Next week the excursion will be 
to the National Bison range, where 
the great herd of buffalo, the elk, 
antelope and other protected ani­
mals will be seen under the guid­
ance of Warden Rose of the reserve. 
President Clapp will accompany 
this eycursion and the geological 
features of the region traversed 
will be explained—they are special­
ly diverse and interesting.
One of the most delightful of the [ 
summer trips is the one which has 
been, arranged, to follow the bison-1 
range jaunt This will be a two-1 
day trip to Lake Ronan. Scenic j 
beauty and some of the finest fish­
ing in the world, with a night out 
of doors under pleasant conditions 
will combine to make this one of 
the outstanding events in the sum­
mer week-end program.
Those who plan to make these j 
trips should remember the necessity 
of registration before 4 o’clock on 
Thursday.
SWIMMING PARTY 
SET FOR FRIDAY
Harry Adams, instructor in the 
Physical Education department, is 
giving a swimming party Friday 
evening at 7 :30, to which he in­
vites summer school students and 
faculty. There will be swimming at 
the University pool from 7:30 until 
8:30, after which there is to be 
dancing at North hall.
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Stanford Coach Believes 
West Football Better 
Than That of East.
Glenn Warner, head football 
coach' of Stanford university, has 
been spending the past week fish 
iug in the nearby streams. Foot 
ball is always a ready subject for 
discussion with “Pop” Warner, both 
present and past
Prospects for the best teams of 
all time on the Pacific coast are 
predicted by Mr. Warner. All the 
Pacific coast teams have lots of ma­
terial from last year and with the 
Added new men it will be hard to 
beat any of the teams. Mr. Warner 
believes also that his Stanford team 
will be superior to the one last year. 
Having nearly all of his men left 
with some valuable prospects com­
ing up. In discussing his team with 
Major Milburn, Montana football 
coach, Mr. Warner stated that he 
had several wonderful backfield 
{men to depend upon for next year. 
I t  is recalled that he had plenty of 
such men last year, if these men are 
better it will be worth while to fol­
low the games of the “mighty Stan­
ford team.”
Mr. Warner stated that Western 
football is superior to the Eastern 
in the fact that the offensive is 
more varied and their attack is
ickier, keeping the opposition 
guessing as to what is coming next
More Scientific Now.
“The present day game Is mueb 
more scientific and much more de- 
loped than in the years gone by,” 
id Mr. Warner, in telling of the 
progress made in the last two dec­
ades. “Football used to be a push 
and shove game, where the giants 
:ounted most. Cleverness and speed 
ire the great factors now, where 
strngth and weight formerly were 
first considerations. The old-time 
em relied mainly on rushing and 
pushing the ball forward, and it 
was much less interesting than the 
wide variety of styles now offered.
“The new rule in regard to the 
•ecovery of fumbles, not permitting 
their advance, will encourage 
coaches to take more chances with 
the ball. This will add to the spec­
tacular features of offense-, with less 
;d for conservatism and care. It 
will result in a more open and 
flashy style of play to attract the 
attention of the fans, even though 
they may miss the occasional thrill 
. run for a touchdown with a 
fumbled ball.
“In . permitting the try for point 
from the two-yard line, the • rules
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committee Is endeavoring to arrange 
it so that more teams will try rush­
ing and passing for that extra point. 
Hitherto most of them depended on 
a goal kicking attempt and the op­
posing team was able to concen­
trate on blocking the kick. This 
will be avoided under the new rules, 
which before nobody seemed to care 
much about rushing or passing the 
ball.”
Warner’s Suggestion.
“I had a suggestion of scoring a 
point for each first dow nin the 
game to encourage the teams to 
rush the ball more, but there was a 
howl about letting the rules alone 
and nothing more was done about 
I t  I feel that often the better team 
does not get the credit for the yard­
age it makes.”
Mr. Warner is quoted as saying 
that he had never seen a season be­
fore when everybody was so well 
Satisfied with their prospects In the 
Pacific Coast conference. "Stanford 
was as hard hit as anybody, losing 
six regulars, but we have good re­
placements and will have a fight­
ing team ill the field. Yon can bet 
that Southern California will be 
tough, while University of Wash­
ington, University of Oregon, and 
University of California have ex­
cellent prospects."
Mr. Warner, previous to his com­
ing here, had been conducting a 
coaching school at Washington 
State college. His course lasted 
only for two weeks and was of gen­
eral football. After leaving here 
Mr. Warner will go to Dallas, 
Texas, where at the Southern Meth­
odist university he will conduct an­
other football course, lasting a pe­
riod of two weeks in the latter part 
of August.
Mr. Warner Is making his trip by 
auto and is taking in all the points 
of interest on the way. Most of his 
stops are made at tourist cumps, 
which he prefers to hotels.
35 Years of Coaching.
Mr. Warner will begin his 35th 
year of coaching this fall. He first 
started it as a side-line to his law 
practice but later becoming more 
interested he decided to make it 
his profession. Mr. Warned first 
came into prominence through the 
teams he developed at the Carlisle 
Institute. His Indian teams dis­
played some wonderful football and 
were able at times to beat many of 
the stronger Eastern teams. leav­
ing Carlisle he went to the Uni­
versity of Pittsburgh where in 1916 
he developed a team -that he has 
called his best
“Pop” Warner regardless of his 
many years Is still as interested in 
football as he was many years back,
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SPORT SPURTS
Russell Sweet, former Montana sprinter, nearly reached his 
goal in the recent National A. A. U. track and field meet. 
Running in the 100 yard dash Sweet got off to a wonderful 
start led the field to the 95 yard mark where the colored Michi­
gan star, Eddie Tolan, and Claude Bracey of Rice Institute 
barely passed him. It was Sweet’s ambition to win either the 
National A. A. U. or the National Intercollegiate 100 yard dash. 
Better luck next time.
I t will be recalled that in the National Intercollegiate meet 
at Chicago in 1926 Sweet was also barely beaten by another Uni­
versity of Michigan colored star, Dehart Hubbard.
In  the National A. A. U. meet at Denver the West walked 
away with all the honors, taking the first three places in the 
team honors during which time they captured a good many 
first places.
Steve Anderson, mighty University of Washington hurdler, 
won both the hurdle races. This is only the second time tha t 
that performance has been recorded, the first being when E. L. 
Thompson, the w orld’s record holder, accomplished that feat 
in 1921.
Football is getting to be the topic of discussion in most of 
the college towns. Almost every paper has something concern- 
ing the prospects of the local teams.
With our precarious position in the Pacific Coast conference 
we are looking to our coming football team to show some of 
our coast rivals that they are not so good after all.
The University of Southern California seems to have an extra 
heavy bunch of sophomore men for its next year’s football team. 
Eleven of their best last year’s frosh average 188^  pounds to 
the man. Six of these men, it appears, have a good chance of 
making the squad. Wouldn’t we like to boast of such a thing!
W on’t somebody enter in the tennis and golf tournaments!
ONE OF SEVEN WONDERS
Ames, Iowa—(IP )—One of the 
seven wonders of the world in the 
mind of Dr. Leida Adam berg, of 
Vandra Estonia, graduate student 
here, a t Iowa State college, is to 
see American college professors 
helping with the housework.
unlike many other coaches he likes 
to talk football continually. He is 
always ready to answer any ques­
tions and delights to have people 
talk football.
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Francis D. Haines, summer ses­
sion student in education, will be 
superintendent of the schools at Ar­
row Creek this next year.
Cool Off These Hot 
Days
with
M A LT RAINIER BEER 
A healthful beverage 
“T ha t Hits the Spot”
25c
SMITH DRUG
SUMMER
STUD ENTS
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HIGH SCHOOL 
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A t
TR Y  A SUNDAY DINNER
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138 Higgins Avenue
Special Sunday Dinner, $1.00
11:00 to 9:00
COCKTAIL 
Shrimp or Fresh Fruit 
SOUP
Chicken Royal or Consomme Celery 
RELISH
Head Lettuce, French Dressing
Sweet Pickles and Queen Olives 
CHOICE OF M EATS 
Stuffed Young Turkey, Celery Dressing and 
Strawberry Jam
Fried Mountain T rou t in Bacon and Butter 
Golden Gate Special Steak, Mushroom Sauce 
Fried Unjointed Spring Chicken, Pineapple Fritters, 
Cream Gravy
Virginia Baked Ham, Champagne Sauce 
Chicken Fricassee a la Parisian 
c - VEGETABLES
Sugar Corn Creamed New Potatoes
DESSERTS
Fresh Strawberry Shortcake 
Vanilla or Strawberry Ice Cream 
Coffee, Iced Tea, Tea, Milk, Buttermilk
University Boxers 
Take Four Decisions 
At Arlee, Kalispell
McNally, Grover, Dural and Seeley 
Win In Battles.
University men demonstrated 
their physical superiority by taking 
four decisions in the celebration ring 
events at Arlee and Kalispell last 
week.
Jimmy McNally, University 
champ, held good his reputation to 
tear loose a t the finish when in the 
fifth round, he got the edge on Tiger 
Pollard to win the six round main 
event
Bud Grover, a University favorite, 
gave the crowd a thrilling exhibition 
by winning a hard fought battle
soldi*with Kayo Lang, a clever 
from Fort Missoula,
Lang's attack In the first 
rounds was strong, Grover soItm 
his defense . In the third to laid 
few hay-makers that won him th! 
decision on the last four rounds.
Billy Dugal, In a fast four romy 
battle, won the decision from Yont, 
Cunningham. After the final M 
they continued slugging until tietr 
seconds came to separate them.
A1 Seeley won a victory 0Tff 
Paige a t the boxing card in Kalis 
pell on the eve of the Fourth am 
then displayed his vitality by glTj, 
Young Sage a clever battle at Arlee 
within the next 24 hours. The s*. 
ond fight followed so soon after the 
first that A1 was onable to |>.I 
Sage.
The Arlee fights were witness 
by hundreds of Missoula people who 
attended the celebration.
Hill
D O N ’T  SUFFER FROM THE HEAT 
“Refresh Yourself”
w ith a cool, tempting drink 
at “our” fountain.
ASSOCIATED ST U D E N T S STORE
The Students Co-op Back of Main Hall
Announcing
Our
July C learance
S a l e
Begins Today
The integrity and value-giving of Leader 
sales are recognized by University, Mis­
soula and Western Montana women as be­
ing outstanding events and this sale is but 
further proof of this acknowledged fact.
Coats
Ensembles
Dresses
Millinery
Silk Blouses
Y2 Price
Hundreds of accessories including silk underwear, 
hosiery, etc., reduced radically.
SALE BEGINS T O D A Y
503 N. Higgins
